HAPPY
CAMPERS
IPA 6.6%

The Antarctic Institute of Beer
Excellent beer full of flavour,
surprisingly sessionable, fruity and
balanced. We like it ice cold!

Shelly, a nice girl we met
Ok this IPA will get you lit.
Love the taste. It is definitely
my current favourite.

Bob, a guy who hates beer
I hate beer but the can looked
so cool that I forced myself
to buy it. Tastes good for beer.

LIMITED EDITION
UNLIMITED TASTE
FRIENDS: 3€
EVERYONE ELSE: 4€

limited
edition
by

Big fruity flavours. Pine tree aroma.
Leave civilisation behind and
take a walk on the wild side.
Brewed in Berlin by our mates
at Motel Beer, designed in the UK
by the illustrious Illwookie.
Hops from Slovenia and the US.
Quite the international mix —
that’s how we like it at Penta.
Cheers to that.

TRY IT TODAY!
More info this way

WHY PAY MORE?
Our Friends not only get a special price on this beer, but lots of other
benefits. 10% off your booking is just the start - there’s plenty more
where that came from. Like a complimentary tea on arrival, 10% off your
food and drink bill, a free morning snack, early check-in and late check
out and exclusive friends-only promotions throughout the year.
So sign up and stay tuned.

1.
2.
3.
4.

SCAN the QR code
FILL your personal information
VERIFY your email address
SHOW your code at reception

MOTEL
Motel is a Berlin-based craft-brewery, founded five years ago. Their beers
are simple and clear. Comfortable and welcoming, like a motel should be.
motelminibar.com

ILLWOOKIE
Will Richards a.k.a Illwookie is an illustrator based in Brighton, UK.
Specialising in a blend of bold and simple illustration, iconography and
branding, Will has garnered an ever growing and diverse international
client base.
illwookie.com

PENTA
We started life in 1971 with a single vision: to combine style, substance and
comfort to create a hotel like no other. Fifty years later, we now have over 20
hotels under the Penta brand across Europe and Asia.
pentahotels.com

